
collage 
(Grow collective online) 



(shake hands / bump fists) 



(space explorers) 



(what are the controls?) 



(fight) 



(how to Grow) 



(the living body) 



you can use collage in any style you like 
 
e.g. 
Wangechi Mutu 



process 
(collect è consider è publish) 





è 





è 







è 

+ merch! 



why collage? 



1. collage can give 
new value to things 
that people have 
stopped caring about 
or thrown away. 
It’s recycling. 
 
e.g. 
Sea Plastic 
Mac Scott 



1. collage can give 
new value to things 
that people have 
stopped caring about 
or thrown away. 
It’s recycling. 
 
another e.g. 
Die-Cut Plug Wiring 
Diagram Book 
Mark Pawson 



2. you can use 
collage to create a 
visual language or 
secret code. 
 
e.g. 
egyptian hieroglyphs 
emojis 
gifs 



3. combining things 
can give them a new 
overall meaning. 
 
e.g. 
Pair I 
John Stezaker 



3. combining things 
can give them a new 
overall meaning. 
 
another e.g. 
Space-Time Continuum 
Albert Einstein 



task 
make a collage from stuff you find in your home. 
 
think of it as a lockdown postcard – a souvenir 
from your experience of this time. 
 
you can use: ANYTHING - food wrappers, packaging, 
scrap paper, books, magazines, catalogues, 
photos, school books, found drawings, stationary, 
stickers, clothes, sports equipment, gardening 
tools, screenshots of games you are playing… if 
it’s in your home, use it! 
 
 



collect è consider è publish 

collect - collect stuff from around your 
home that you want to use. 
 
consider - think about why you chose those 
things – what do they make you think of? 
 
arrange them on A4 coloured paper from your 
art packs, think about how you can change 
the overall meaning of the collage by 
combining different objects and images. 
 
publish - take a picture with your phone and 
send it to the submit email address. 
 
 



examples 



colours and shapes 
 
e.g. 
Matisse 



variations on a theme 
 
e.g. 
Oliver Payne 
Crí 



photo montage 
 
e.g. 
Linder Sterling 
Mosa 87 



3D collage 
 
e.g. 
Camille Henrot 



good luck J 


